Beginners Colour
1. Boats In St.ives Mariusz Matuszewski

Red self drive boat hire 4off . Yellow hard shell inflatables in bay at St Ives Harbour. Homes
middle (L) harbour wall M/R band of other mainly white boat across centre.
This picture has a day visitor feeling so it levels out against similar pictures. To be successful as a
competition picture I think (know) you have to think out of the box no matter what subject you
choose, this subject is no different.

2. Bell's Bridge

Helen Morning

Traditional with main focus to right of main column in the far distance trim (L) to break up
symmetry.
Traditional image of a bridge is an architectural picture. That has been taken by many
photographers, *so needs a different approach to a familiar subject.


See end of section.

3. Mallaig Bay

M Graham

7 Boats tied up to pontoon, across the bay from where we eat F&C. Front yacht QUATTRO gable
end of 2 largest houses needs to be toned down.
This picture has a day visitor feeling so it levels out against similar pictures. To be successful as a
competition picture I think (know) you have to think out of the box no matter what subject you
choose, this subject is no different.

4. Frozen Helen Morning
3rd

Flower and leafs frozen and backlit cloning under main subject needs sorting and Rad around top of
leaf in centre of frame.
The frozen flower is a personal project in which time and effort is crucial to success, still requires
post processing, dark patches that could be cloned or lightened.

5. Chilling Out

Mariusz Matuszewski

1st and Best Innovative Print

Girl in grey dress laying casually on a concrete grey wall juxtaposed against the Tuscan backdrop.
Trim R&L but minor criticism. Yellow towel, shoes on ground.
Chilling out is a good example of a holiday picture with a difference. The resting female face hidden
under the towel intrigues rather than detracts. Discarded shoes also adds the third dimension.

6. Loading At Trossachs Peir

M Graham

Sir Walter Scott on a grey day. Story as title. The warmest of colour is flowers poking in top left.
Boat at downward angle ref wooden piles off perpendicular.
Here is where choice may need to be reviewed as to weather conditions and subject. Question
thing and viewpoint for the chosen story line, reference the title.

7. Beauty In The Abbey

Mariusz Matuszewski

2nd

Was the model known to the photographer, if so a slight repositioning is needed as models head
has pillar carving coming out head. Orange coat, white scarf, blue jeans, grey/red ankle boots.
This picture is a full length portrait fashion shoot of a stranger? Family/Friend. The technical side
and lighting is important as is positioning of model. As a judge this image in the advanced
section would be more critically assessed. (Hint as to minor repositioning of model required).
But quality overpowers, this is a beginners print.

8. Umbrellas

Helen Morning

Hanging umbrellas in an arcade possibly French. Could a crop or zoom get rid of shop signage
and lamp fittings B/R.
Sometimes colour attracts and overshadows our natural instincts to simplify a picture, rather
than have a jumbled picture as presented. Text you will read even though it has no bearing on
the subject or storyline (*beware of this).


See end of section.

9. Steampunk Street

Mariusz Matuszewski

Grab shot of makeup punks guy, walking stick (L), small boy maybe checking shoes and
male/female far distance rotary plaque to left of main man on L frame.
This is a street grab shot in which the photographer has had some control over but not total
control thus the punk boy and couple in conversation posed unlike the man in front of the rotary
plaque. Remember positioning of the model or yourself as the photographer

10. French Style

Helen Morning

Highly Commended

Green shuttered window T/R under which lies a bicycle with a crate bois et traditions. Ladder to R 5
throws and sign 15 down to 10 tree motif to L of ladder top.
Back to our holiday pictures, in this case a well constructed still life outdoors with interesting objects
positioned intentionally or un-intentionally where lighting is well handled, reference shade and
sunlit areas.

Judges comments
Both beginners sections have images where a seeing eye is in the clubs midst and should be
nurtured and encouraged.
It was refreshing out of 105 prints I was not bored by seeing repetition and diversity played its part
in my enjoyment of viewing your pictures.
*. The idea that judges are always trying to put their slant on your presented picture is an
observation to assist. My deliberation and results thereof is solely what lies before me. I did not
qualify as a surgeon so I crop sparingly as to make improvement to a picture, nothing more nor
nothing less.

